
 

Tastefully voiced  
jfet boost/ pre amp 



The Fettle Boost 

The Fettle Boost is a gain pedal that is simple to use, but with a lot of range at 
your disposal;  it can do clean boost, distort-o-fuzz, and everything in between. 
The Fettle Boost is a small-footprint, high-effectiveness pedal with a ton of 
tones on tap - perfect for folks that are long on gain needs but short on board 
real estate.  

Controls: 
Love - volume knob 

Clart* - boost switch 
Use this to set a baseline gain level, and the 
fettle knob to fine tune.   
Left position covers cleaner boost/ drive.  
Right position adds more gain and gets you 
from overdrive into serious distortion. 

Fettle** - gain knob 

Hip ass* - bass response switch. This control 
helps you to find your place in the mix. 
Left position (1) - full signal 
Middle position (2) - slight bass roll off 
Right position (3) - treble boost 

* this switch will pop when you flick it, that’s normal. 
** this pot will crackle when you turn it, that’s normal. 

Note - This pedal has a lot of gain and volume on tap.  If you set them both very 
high, you may well be pushing your amp too hard which could lead to damage. 
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Technical stuff  

The Fettle Boost is a dual gain stage boost. The primary gain stage is a JFET. 
The clart switch adds a BJT gain stage into the mix 

The ‘fettle’ knob biases the JFET to alter the gain. So you will hear some 
crackling sounds when you turn it. That’s the sound of the electrons being 
pushed and pulled around. It will stop when you stop turning the knob. It’s 
perfectly normal, so don’t worry.  

The hip ass switch is a three position high pass filter switch to neaten up the 
bottom end of your signal. The cut off frequencies for the middle and right 
positions are around 100Hz and 330Hz respectively 

Tips for use 

The Fettle Boost does great work in a traditional boost role (hitting the front 
end of your amp or other dirt pedals), but try it at the end of your dirt section 
too - the wide gain range , EQ and natural voicing mean that it excels as an 
always-on preamp. 

Current draw 0.6 mA 

The Fettle Boost takes a standard BOSS style +9V centre negative power supply. 
Using the wrong power supply may damage your pedal. Be careful! If in doubt ask. 

Contact us through the website at championleccy.com/about/contact/ if you have 
any queries. 

All Champion Leccy pedals and devices are designed and hand built in Philadelphia. 
 

Find us on

https://championleccy.com/about/contact/

